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Daay 3: Tuesd
day, 1/24/2
2017
collect hom
Hoomework questions;
q
mework
Chhapter 2 ov
verview
1. Chapter 2 provides an overvieew of symb
bolic logic
2. Although
h most math
h knowled
dge is stated
d in a natuural languagge (like Ennglish, Gerrman,
Arabic, etc), these languages
l
often
o
inclu
ude ambiguuities – muultiple validd interpretaations.
3. Example:: A real nu
umber is po
ositive. Do
oes this meean Every rreal numbeer is positiive or Somee
real numb
ber is positive? In En
nglish, it can
c mean ddifferent thhings in diffferent conttexts.
Consider these stateements
his team is a thief.
 A meember of th
 A peenny saved
d is a pennyy earned.
Usually, we
w would interpret th
he first stattement to m
mean Someeone on this team is a thief and
d
the secon
nd to mean Every pen
nny saved is
i a penny eearned.
4. Symbolicc logic avoids such am
mbiguities – it has caarefully forrmulated ruules for creeating and
interpreting statemeents.
5. We still use
u everydaay languag
ge, and therre are convventions foor translatinng into loggic. For
example, “A real number
n
is positive”
p
iss understoood to meann “Every reeal numberr is
positive.””
6. Symbolicc logic also
o makes it easier
e
to in
nterpret and manipulaate compliicated com
mpound
statementts in logic, using esseentially alg
gebraic proocedures.
Ouutline of id
deas in chaapter 2
1. Logical Operators
O
and
a Compo
ound statem
ments
a. Conjjunction; “and”;
“
PQ
Q
P or Q orr both)
b. Disju
unction; “o
or”, PQ (inclusive:
(
c. Negaation; “nott”,  P
d. Impllication; “iimplies”, P → Q (also written if P then Q
Q)
2. These hav
ve concepttual meanin
ngs and caan be expreessed in maany ways iin English (or other
languagess)
3. For the pu
urpose of clarity,
c
theese operators are DEF
FINED expplicitly
a. Truth
h table deffines a com
mpound staatement expplicitly forr every posssible combbination off
truth
h or falsity of the statements fro
om which iit is formedd (P and Q
Q)
b. The truth tablee is intendeed to be con
nsistent
with
h your concception of the
t operato
ors
c. If no
ot, then you
u have to amend
a
your
concception, or work in an
n alternate
math
hematical reality.
r
Th
hat is, play by a
diffeerent set off rules, reco
ognizing th
hat you
will end with a different set of concclusions.
d. Thiss is particullarly true for
f the implication
operrator.
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4. Truth Tab
bles for mo
ore compliicated stateements
a. Exam
mple: Truth
h table for (PQ)
b. One row needeed for everry possible
comb
bination off truth and falsity of constituennt
stateements.
c. Thiss is derived
d, not defin
ned knowleedge
d. Can be used to
o prove equ
uivalence of
o logical sstatements.. For exam
mple,
Q) is logiically equiivalent to ( P)  ( Q). This is like an aalgebraic iddentity succh
(P
2
as x – y2 = (x + y)(x – y). Whenev
ver we see aan instancee of (P
Q) we cann replace it
with
h ( P)  (
 Q) if wee wish, and
d vice versaa.
e. Bico
onditional operator
o
definition:
d
P ↔ Q meeans (P → Q)  (Q → P). Meaans “if and
d
only
y if” or “is equivalent to”.
f. Becaause this iss defined in
n terms of the basic ooperators, w
we can derrive its trutth table (ass
oppo
osed to deffining it).
ontradiction
ns: some co
ompound sstatementss are true foor every roow of the
5. Tautologiies and Co
truth table, or false for every row.
r
Calleed tautologgies or conttradictionss, respectivvely.
6. Conversees and Con
ntrapositivees.
a. The statement P → Q has two relatted statemeents:
i. The conv
verse Q → P and
( P)
ii. The contrrapositive ( Q) → (
m the truth of P → Q we can in
nfer nothingg about thee truth of tthe converrse. In factt,
b. From
every
y possible combinatiion of T an
nd F for P → Q and its converse is possibble,
EXC
CEPT, it is not possib
ble for both
h P → Q annd Q → P to be falsee. This is a
noniintuitive co
onsequencee of the tru
uth table deefinition off P → Q.
c. The contraposiitive of P → Q is equ
uivalent to P → Q. T
That meanss, if we waant to provee
he contrappositive. T
This can be proved ussing truth
P → Q it is vallid to prove instead th
tablees. Proving
g the contrrapositive is
i sometim
mes more coonvenient.
d. Exam
mple 1: P:: It is rainin
ng. Q: Theere are cloouds in the sky. Heree, from the truth tablee
defin
nition of im
mplies we can verify
y both
and
P → Q (ie
( (It is raiining) → (There are cclouds in tthe sky))
here are not clouds inn the sky) → (It is noot raining)).
( Q) → ( P) (ie (Th
mple 2: P:: There aree clouds in the sky. Q
Q: TIt is raaining. Herre we can vverify both
h
e. Exam
P → Q and (
 Q) → ( P) are falsse.
ie (Theree are cloud
ds in the sk
ky) does noot imply (Itt is rainingg)
andd
(It is not
n raining
g) does not imply (Thhere are nott clouds inn the sky).
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7. More logical laws
a. There are several essentially algebraic laws for manipulating statements. Examples:
i. P  (Q  R) ≡ (P  Q)  (P  R) (distributive law)
ii.  (P  Q) ≡ (P )  ( Q)
b. There are other equivalences that don’t have this algebraic flavor. Examples:
i. (P → Q) ≡ (P  Q)
ii. (P → Q) ≡ (P  Q)
c. These can be proved using either truth tables, or via algebraic derivations with chains of
equivalences. For example, we can derive f from the preceding results as follows
(P → Q) ≡ (P  Q)
(given by e above)
(P → Q) ≡ (P  Q)
(negate both sides)
(P → Q) ≡ (P  Q)
(distribute  using c above)
(P → Q) ≡ (P  Q)
(can prove P ≡ P using a truth table)
8. Variables: Formalizes a comment from last time: when you introduce a variable in a
mathematical argument, you have to specify the set of possible replacements. Book’s
definition on p. 54 calls this the universal set for that variable.
9. Recall that a sentence with a variable is not a statement: x > 1 is neither true nor false
without knowing what x is. But we can specify a set of possible replacements in such a way
that every replacement makes x > 1 a statement. For example, let the universal replacement
set by the real numbers. OTOH, since > is not defined for points in the xy plane, if we make
that the replacement set, x > 1 does not become a statement for any replacement. This leads
to the concept of an open sentence, which is an instance of the first case – a sentence with
one or more variables so that every allowed specification of values for the variables
produces a statement. In this context, we define the truth set to be the replacements that
make the sentence true.
10. Sets and set notation
a. As suggested by the preceding remarks, set notation and concepts are going to be
essential for proofs
b. We will study sets in depth in chapter 5. For now I will assume you are familiar with
set notation {} and  and subsets and equality and the empty set. These are defined in
the reading.
c. Set builder notation. Example {x  | x > 10} has the general form
{x  U | open sentence in x}. This notation is defined to mean the truth set within U of
the open sentence. Thus {x  | x > 10} means the set of integers which are greater
than 10.
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11. Quantifiers
a. Example. This is a statement “For every real x, x2 + 1 > 0”. In essence it is asserting a
true or false statement about the truth set of the open sentence x2 + 1 > 0. The opening
clause is said to quantify the variable x in the statement. As written, the statement is
true. OTOH, “For every real x, x2 + 1 > 1” is also a statement, but it is false. The real
number 0 is not in the truth set. That is, 0 is a real number but for x = 0 it is not true
that x2 + 1 > 1.
b. Example. This is a statement “There exists a real x for which x2 + 1 = 1”.
This says that the truth set (in the reals) of x2 + 1 = 1 is not the empty set. That is true
or false, and in fact is true, because 0 is an element of the truth set. OTOH, this is also a
statement: “There exists a real x for which x2 + 1 = 0”, but it is a false statement.
c. The first example phrase (For every real) is referred to as universal quantification. It
can be written in words this way: For all x  U … and in symbolic logic as  x  U …
.
Our first example can be written “( x ∊
x2 + 1 > 0 ” The symbol  is called the
universal quantifier.
d. The second example phrase (There exists a real) is called existential quantification. We
write in symbols “( x ∊
x2 + 1 = 1 ”. The symbol  is called the existential
quantifier.
e. We can combine quantification for several variables:
i. ( x ∊ ( y ∊
xy = 0) is true
ii. ( x ∊ ( y ∊
x + y = 0) is false
iii. ( x ∊ ( y ∊
x + y = 0) is true
f. Negations of quantified statements follow a general rule of changing ’s to ’s and ’s
to ’s and then negating the final statement. For example:
x2 + 1  0
i. ( x ∊
x2 + 1 = 0 ≡ ( x ∊
ii. ( x ∊ ( y ∊
xy = 0) ≡ ( x ∊ ( y ∊
xy  0)

End of Day
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